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a kingdom woman "lives in light of eternity," not in the past or the future, but in
the present. she's thinking about "what will god's kingdom look like in the
future?" she takes the eternity of god's kingdom seriously. how do i prepare a
worthy reception for you? i want to avoid being a burden to you, so i ask, "am i
a worthy addition to your team? do i advance god's kingdom?" i want to be a
worthy addition to god's team. this means i must be first in line to serve the
lord by being first in line to serve you, my family. sometimes we go through life
doing life as a spectator in a world that seems to be going as fast as we are. we
think that if we are moving with the times, we are being good, responsible
citizens. but our hearts are not focused on what god wants us to be; instead,
we are often living as though we are a spectator in our own lives. how do i seek
to prepare a worthy reception for you? i want to avoid being a burden to you,
so i ask, "am i a worthy addition to your team? do i advance god's kingdom?" i
want to be a worthy addition to god's team. this means i must be first in line to
serve the lord by being first in line to serve you, my family. this means "living in
light of eternity," not in the past or the future, but in the present. she's thinking
about "what will god's kingdom look like in the future?" she takes the eternity
of god's kingdom seriously. we often think that if we are moving with the times,
we are being good, responsible citizens. but our hearts are not focused on what
god wants us to be; instead, we are often living as though we are a spectator in
our own lives.
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the basis of how a kingdom woman functions comes out of her fear of god. how
she prioritizes her home and family, organizes her life, makes decisions,
chooses investments, and develops her skills occurs from her efforts to

advance god's kingdom. if her priorities are rooted in anything else, they will
lead to weariness and busyness rather than fruitfulness and abundance. i was

grumpy and worn out. i lost sleep, my appetite, and pretty much just went
through the motions. when the man of the house returned from another

concert tour, he could see my lack of a smile and hear my mood. i felt as if i
was in a funk, like a depressed level of despair. i was wrestling with the

question of what was going on with me, and i really didn't have any answers.
i'd been through surgery, and i was simply trying to get myself back on track,

but it wasn't happening. an ordinary mom who tried to keep a happy and
healthy household, i knew i couldn't do it on my own. i had to get help, and i
had to get it now. i went to my husband and apologized for how i had been

treating him. i confessed my weariness with the work we were doing, and i told
him how i felt like i was sinking into a deep depression. i told him that i was
tired of being the mom, tired of being the "woman of the house" and tired of
being the one everyone relied on. i wanted someone to take a load off my

shoulders and to make me feel like i wasn't in this alone. i was tired of being
exhausted, tired of feeling like i was defeated, and tired of feeling like i was

without hope. he listened and took notes. but most of all, he let me be me. for
the first time in years, i wasn't afraid to tell him how i felt. i was encouraged

when he said he understood. he even told me that he felt the same way.
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